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SUMMARY The intracranial pressure "reserve" test seems to be the most reliable method of determining when the brain's natural mechanisms for pressure compensation for added intracranial volume have been compromised or exhausted. The test employs a timed sequence of intracranial fluid injections, but as a safety precaution injections are discontinued if intracranial pressure remains elevated more than 10 Torr over baseline. In this case, a linear extrapolation is then calculated to determine the elevation which might have been achieved by a full series of injections. However, this linear extrapolation has been criticised on the expectation that an exponential response should be expected. A series of experimental observations in dogs and baboons and a review of clinical records in humans have been made to determine the observed slope of increase following aliquot injection during performance of the intracranial pressure reserve test. In these species the observed response was actually linear in shape rather than exponential. This held true even for different initial baseline values and with different volumes of "lesion" balloon inflations in experimental animals. A theoretic explanation is proposed.

The intracranial pressure (ICP) reserve test has been put forward as a laboratory and clinical test for measuring the brain's ability to maintain intracranial pressure constant following changes in intracranial volume. At one minute intervals a given aliquot of fluid is administered subdurally or intraventricularly. The pressure elevation achieved at the end of five minutes is taken as a measure of the brain's reserve capacity for volume/pressure adaptation. A special modification of the test is recommended for safe use in patients; sequential injections are stopped 60 seconds after the last injection if the pressure elevation remains greater than 10 Torr. The rise in pressure which might have been achieved had the sequence been continued to a full five injections is linearly extrapolated as a "slope" value. The choice of a linear extrapolation has been challenged as inaccurate since most previous studies on the volume/pressure response predict a complex exponential rise with further injection. The present study was undertaken to test the validity of this safety modification of the ICP reserve test.

Methods

Experiments were undertaken in dogs and baboons and clinical tracings from human patients were analysed retrospectively.

Studies in dogs A series of nine mongrel dogs with brain volumes of approximately 150 ml were operated upon under pentobarbital general anaesthesia. Arterial blood pressure was monitored continuously on a polygraph via femoral artery catheters. Urine volume and specific gravity, serum electrolytes and arterial blood gases were monitored at intervals. All animals were intubated but artificial respiration was added only if significant blood gas disturbances developed. Intracranial pressure was recorded continuously from the left hemisphere both by an...
intraventricular catheter and by subdural ICP monitoring cup catheter. An 8 ml volume “lesion” balloon was placed epidurally over the right hemisphere and a 3 ml ICP reserve test balloon was placed subdurally over the left hemisphere. ICP reserve testing was performed by rapid injection into the reserve test balloon of 0-1 ml aliquots of fluid at 60 second intervals for a total of five injections (See fig 1). The ICP reserve test was repeated at 20 minute intervals. The lesion balloon was inflated with 0-5 or 1-0 ml aliquots of saline injected at 20 or 40 minute intervals until a sustained ICP greater than 40 Torr was achieved.

Fig 1 ICP reserve test in a dog, using five intraventricular injections of 0-1 ml Ringer’s lactate solution at 60 second intervals (arrows). Resulting increase in ICP was measured with both a ventricular catheter and a subdural cup catheter. The pressure increase achieved 60 seconds after the last injection was 150 Torr, a quantitative measurement of the brain’s “reactivity” to volumetric stress.

Studies in baboons The format of experimental surgery and monitoring for the baboons was almost identical to that employed for the dogs, though these experiments were carried out at the New England Regional Primate Research Center. Five adult baboons with brain volumes of approximately 250 ml were employed. For the ICP reserve test aliquots of 0-25 ml were injected. The lesion balloon was inflated with 1-0 or 2-0 ml aliquots of saline at 20 minute intervals until a sustained ICP greater than 30 Torr was achieved. Studies in humans Tracings of continuous ICP monitoring were analysed from our most recent series of 11 patients undergoing postoperative ICP monitoring immediately following craniotomy for a variety of clinical diagnoses: trauma-4, tumour-4, aneurysm-2, intracerebral haemorrhage-1. In each of these patients clinical ICP reserve testing was performed once or twice a day, using aliquot injections of 1-0 ml of Ringer’s lactate solution with bacitracin delivered into the subdural space through ICP monitoring cup catheters, as described in our earlier publications.1 2 As a safety precaution ICP reserve testing was not done if baseline ICP exceeded 30 Torr, and a full series of five injections was given only if the resultant rise in ICP did not exceed 10 Torr. For the purpose of this study only those ICP reserve tests in which a full series of five injections had been given were analysed. Baseline ICP readings in these patients averaged only 9-8 Torr, though baseline ICP values between 20 and 30 Torr were encountered in 12 reserve tests done in five patients.

Data analysis Data obtained from dogs and baboons was analysed as grouped data according to initial ICP level or according to lesion balloon volume. For the dogs the following initial ICP ranges were used: 0–10 Torr, 10-5 to 20 Torr, 20-5 to 30 Torr and 30-5 Torr or greater. For the baboons initial pressure ranges were: 0 to 1 Torr, 10-5 to 20 Torr and greater than 20 Torr. (Since these animals were to be used for subsequent additional studies higher pressure ranges were not generated for fear of causing death.) For the dogs, lesion balloon volume data was grouped as: 0 ml, 0-5 to 1-5 ml, and 2 ml or greater. For the baboons, lesion balloon volume ranges were: 0 ml, 1 to 3 ml, and 4 ml or more. Data from humans was grouped as those reserve tests with initial ICP’s below 15 Torr and those with initial ICP’s between 15 and 30 Torr. Because of the need for safety in human therapy only patients with baseline ICP’s below 30 Torr could be included within the design of this study.

Means and standard deviations and standard errors of the means were calculated for each grouped set of data.

Results

In general, there was good concordance between results observed from the intraventricular catheter and from the subdural monitoring catheter, so data from both devices was pooled. At higher pressure ranges the ventricular catheter stopped working at times, so ventricular catheter data from ICP reserve testing during these
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**Fig 2** Mean ICP responses to sequential intracranial injections of 0.1 ml volumes in dogs, with data grouped according to initial ICP (left) or lesion balloon volume ("BV", right). Bars denote means ± standard errors of means.

---

**Fig 3** Mean ICP responses to sequential intracranial injections of 0.25 ml volumes in baboons, with data grouped according to initial ICP (left) or lesion balloon volume ("BV", right).

---

episodes is not included. A total of 67 reserve tests were analysed in dogs, 40 reserve tests in baboons and 42 tests in patients.

As can be seen from figs 2 to 4, ICP volume/pressure responses following sequential injections at one minute intervals rose in a remarkably linear fashion in each species and in each of the different sub-groups of pooled data. Figure 5 confirms this linearity. In all three species studied, the volume/pressure response to each aliquot injected became progressively greater with increasing initial ICP, and became progressively greater with increasing lesion balloon volume in the two experimental animal studies (figs 2 and 3). At higher levels of initial ICP, and with larger lesion balloon volumes, the volume/pressure response
actually rose in a slightly inversely exponential fashion rather than demonstrating a positive exponential curve.

Discussion

The Monroe-Kellie doctrine, now nearly 200 years old, describes the central nervous system as a "closed box" in which any increase in volume will result in a rise in intracranial pressure (ICP). More recently it has been recognised that the brain possesses a series of adaptive mechanisms for controlling the rise in ICP which results from the volume increases. Current understanding of the complexities of the intracranial volume/pressure response stems largely from the studies of Langfitt, Löfgren, Marmarou and Miller. All reported an exponential rise in ICP as a result of progressive increase in intracranial fluid volume in studies with relatively rapid or continuous fluid injections. Langfitt noted that the shape of the curve would be altered by the rate of injection, but a generally exponential shape was still described. Miller pointed out the variations in the slope of this curve in pathological conditions. He also suggested a clinical adaptation of volume/pressure testing as a bedside procedure to estimate the degree of impairment of the brain's normal adaptive mechanisms. Miller's test of "compliance" or "elastance" is performed by stressing the brain volumetrically with a 1 ml intracranial injection of fluid (in humans) and measuring the immediate change in ICP which results.

In attempting to apply Miller's suggestion we found his rapid test of "compliance" or "elastance" to be too inaccurate and too difficult to measure for routine work. Subsequently we undertook a study in dogs which led to the description of the "ICP reserve test", which is an expansion of Miller's test. The brain is stressed volumetrically over a five minute time span to test both the brain's rapidly acting pressure corrective capabilities, which are measured by tests of "elastance," and its less rapidly acting capabilities. As applied clinically, this test consists of rapid subdural or intraventricular injections of 1-0 ml aliquots of fluid at 60 second intervals. Subdural injections of fluid carry the risk of actifactualy low results if fluid leakage out of the subdural space occurs, but obvious fluid leakage has been encountered only rarely in patients in whom we employ ICP monitoring cup catheters and occasional subdural "Richmond bolts." The increase in ICP achieved 60 seconds following the final injection is taken as a measurement of the brain's "reactivity" to this form of volumetric stress testing. This measurement of "reactivity" is independent in experimental animals of initial
ICP and reflects the volume of an experimental mass lesion more closely than initial ICP alone.\textsuperscript{1,3} Injections of additional volume inside the head of patients with central nervous system lesions carries the potential risk of increasing ICP to produce secondary brain herniation. So the ICP reserve test for clinical use includes a safety modification. During performance of the test the resultant ICP increase is noted 60 seconds following each of the aliquot injections, and if ICP remains elevated more than 10 Torr over the initial pressure no further injections are given. Instead the rise in pressure which might have been achieved following the full series of five injections is calculated as a simple linear slope. Thus an observed increase of 12 Torr following three injections would be calculated as a “slope value” of 20 Torr (12/3×5=20).

The accuracy and reliability of this simple linear computation have been challenged because previous studies have reported exponential rather than linear pressure rises with rapid or continuous fluid infusions.\textsuperscript{4-8,13} When the ICP reserve test was initially published it was felt that the resultant “slope value” would represent a useful, albeit probably somewhat conservative, quantitative estimate of the degree of exhaustion of the brain’s reserve capabilities. We have shown now that in at least three species of mammals (dog, baboon and human) the ICP response obtained from a timed series of aliquot injections is in fact a linear rise rather than an exponential one.

We have not been able to analyse the reasons why this observed result occurs, but we suggest the following hypothesis. It is easy to demonstrate that ICP falls in an inversely exponential fashion over five to 15 minutes following sudden inflation of an intracranial balloon in the closed cranial cavity of an experimental animal. With the addition of a second intracranial mass lesion (balloon inflation or ICP reserve test aliquot injection) 60 seconds following the first volumetric stress an additive result should be observed, with compensation for the second volumetric event being superimposed upon that already underway following the first event. As a result, by the fifth injection a series of additive compensations should have taken place which may well cancel out the predicted exponentially increasing shape of the volume pressure curve as observed with continuous or rapid infusions (fig 6).

\textit{Conclusion} The timed sequential nature of the volumetric stress testing used in the ICP reserve test results in a linear increase in ICP in at least three mammalian species, rather than the exponential rise expected from earlier studies. As a result, the “slope value” calculated during the clinical performance of the ICP reserve test should be an even more accurate determination of ICP “reserve” than initially expected.
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